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Solo Seat

Seat Pan

Rear Seat Bracket

Bobber Steel Fender

Parts List:  
Solo Seat
Seat Pan
Fender
Rear seat bracket
Tank Bracket
Springs
Spring Sleeves
Spring Plate
Rubber Grommets
Hardware
Front Seat Bracket
“T” Bracket
Light Bracket
Swingarm Drill Template
Top Fender Bracket
Bottom Fender Dowels

HARDWARE LIST

Front Seat Bracket

Swingarm Drill template

Top Fender Bracket

Spring Sleeves

Tank Bracket

Springs

Signal Brackets 

“T” Bracket

Spring Plate

Rubber Grommets

180 Bobber Conversion
2000-2007 Softail Models without Factory 200mm Tires

(Instruction)

Fender Dowels



We recommend reading through the entire install process before beginning.
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Cutting off Horns from the Frame
You will need to cut the steel horns off the frame to 
allow the Bobber Seat and fender to work.
1. Cut at both straight edges using the “Horn Cut
Template” provided. With the template in place, begin
cutting with a sawzall. .

4. Always check clearance between the swing arm and
frame. See Swing arm install. You can use stock hat
sleeves to help hold the swing arm in place as you
check clearance.  Put Stock hat sleeves from out side
in as it is temporary. It will hold the swing arm as you
check clearance.

2. Grind for seat clearance on both sides of the seat
frame.

3. You will also need to grind clearance for the swing
arm on both sides of the frame. The rubber stopper will
give so make the clearance about 3/16” plus / see
photo.
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Pan Cover and Seat Installation
Pre fit all parts before painting any sheet metal.  The rear fender 
should be installed before the complete seat installation.

1. Remove stock seat and rear fender, unplug the
wiring harness for the taillights at the right rear of the
battery box.
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4. Slide new aluminum tank bracket in and use factory
bolt.

2. Cut pigtail from rear loom leaving 8-10 inches of
wire.
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5. Cut off the tabs on the thin plate of fuse box.
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3. Remove tank bolt and nut.
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6. Mount spring plate at rear of frame behind battery- 
use the 1/4” x 20 nuts and bolts supplied, washer on
top and nut underneath.



8. Place pan cover over ECM and frame.
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11. Place steel spring sleeve  over the bolt then place
SS AN washer on top of rubber grommet.
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12. Place spring over the sleeve.
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7. Mount ECM to spring plate.
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10. With the bike up and suspension disconnected
Install Spring bolts up from under plate.

9. Install “T” bracket to bike Making sure that rear
holes line up Center before you tighten bolts.
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14. Install Front Seat Bracket to seat using [Blue
Loctite].
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15. Bolt the back of the seat to the springs using [Blue
Loctite].
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16. Bolt the chrome front seat bracket to the black "T"
bracket on the pan cover using blue loctite.
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13. Install Rear Seat Bracket  to seat using [Blue loctite].
Tighten Bolts.

Fender Install (Instruction)

2. Drill out swing arm with 5/16 bit.
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1. It is critical to find center in the top tube of the
swing arm. Find center and mark the position. Rest
cross piece of drill template flat against the swing
arm, lining up the groove in the template with the
mark on the top tube. Clamp into place.



4. Remove clips from lower splash guard mounting
tabs.
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5. Install lower fender spacers. Long spacer is for the
left side. Short spacer is for the right side.
Hardware: 5/16-18 x 3/4 Hex (2), 5/16 Flat Washer (2)
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3. Bolt top fender to swing arm utilizing 2 5/16-18 x 1
3/4 Hex head bolts.

7. Final installation of fender. The position of the
fender and tightness of each bolt should be adjusted
until the fender ends up dead straight.
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6. Install fender bolts. Start with top center bolt and go
clockwise. Hardware: 5/16-18 x 1/2 Button (5)




